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When light meets matter
Moss Series sheds light on the launch of its new products. 

How does Moss Series create a symbiosis of light, texture and material? 

ROUEN, August 2023- Moss Series, specialized in the creation of contemporary and design lighting fixtures, 
unveils at the Maison&Objet 2023 show its new collections of lighting fixtures, with intriguing textures and 
materials that transport us into a poetic universe, where the magic of light is sublimated.

The Moss Series brand presents two new collections: «Attraverso», a range of chandeliers and pendants, 
where light seems to pass through the material for a subtle and astonishing effect. Also, the brand’s very 
first wall sconce collection, «Freccia», which combines nuance and refinement with its long, slender shape. 
Maison Moss creations are distinguished by their innovative materials, unexpected textures and designs that 
emphasize craftsmanship.

FRECCIA
Moss Series wall sconces emanate a subtle aesthetic 
that complements any interior. Composed of a 
vertical line projecting a soft, bewitching light, Freccia 
is accompanied either by a stone honed by the ages, 
or glassware in a black so intense you can barely 
make out the light nuances, or glassware with a milky 
appearance like clouds, or translucent glassware that 
lets you glimpse the ballet of light on its walls. These 
different textures offer an unsuspected spectacle 
when we think of the symbiosis created between light 
and matter.



About Moss Series™.

Moss Series, an offshoot of Maison Moss, a company that has specialized in chandelier manufacturing for 
18 aces, sees the light of day in 2021, following a strong demand for contemporary, designer chandeliers, 
lamps and floor lamps in series. It is committed to fostering a lateral and open relationship between creative 
direction and craftsmanship. Moss Series has gained recognition for integrating fiber optics into its lighting 
fixtures, giving them a fairy-tale, poetic edge. The brand has also conquered minds, combining glass and 
different aspects of materials, resulting in authentic, astonishing and unexpected creations that the design 
world considers a must-have today.

Moss Series is first and foremost a desire to share beauty through the history of its materials, but also to 
highlight the poetic charm that emanates from light. The demand for finish, thanks to an infrastructure 
calibrated to provide total control over the technique and quality of its luminaires is paramount.  
Today, Moss Series™ signs 5 lighting collections including chandeliers, pendant lights, lamps, floor lamps and 
wall sconces, as well as thirty-six sales outlets worldwide (France, Spain, Italy, USA ...).
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ATTRAVERSO 

For this new edition of Maison&Objet 
2023, Moss Series also reveals a 
second collection of lighting fixtures, 
«Attraverso». This range of chandeliers 
and suspensions plays on a principle of 
accumulation, taking us on a journey 
through cascades of sparkling light, 
piercing sandy, obscure, lactescent, 
amber or crystalline environments. The 
different combinations of Attraverso, 
harmonize in spaces such as an office, a 
dining room, a living room, a bedroom. 


